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Abstract In this paper we evaluate the efficacy of the Arm Scalable
Vector Extension (SVE) instruction set for HPC workloads using a set
of established mini-apps. Exploiting the vector capabilities of SVE will
be a key factor in achieving high performance on upcoming generations
of Arm-based processors. SVE is a flexible instruction set, but its design
is fundamentally different from other contemporary SIMD extensions,
such as AVX or NEON, which could present a challenge to its adoption.
We use a selection of mini-apps which covers a wide range of scientific
application classes to investigate SVE, using a combination of static and
dynamic analysis. We inspect how SVE capabilities are used in the mini-
apps’ kernels, as generated by all SVE compilers available at the time
of writing, for both arithmetic and memory operations. We compare our
findings against similar data gathered on currently available processors.
Although the extent to which vector code is generated varies by mini-
app, all compilers tested successfully utilise SVE to vectorise more code
than they are able to when targeting NEON, Arm’s previous-generation
SIMD instruction set. For most mini-apps, we expect performance im-
provements as SVE width is increased.
Keywords: Instruction sets · SVE · Vectorisation · SIMD · Data par-
allelism
1 Introduction
Modern processors rely on SIMD hardware to provide high performance for
scientific applications. Vector hardware is not a new concept, with its origins
reaching back to the CRAY-1 in 1975, but taking advantage of such capabilities
has become increasingly important over the past few years.
Current x86-based processors offer SIMD capabilities through the 256-bit
AVX2 and 512-bit AVX-512 instruction sets. Arm-based alternatives, however,
have so far only offered 128-bit vectors through the instruction set previously
known as NEON, which is now part of the ARMv8 Advanced SIMD (ASIMD)
instruction group. The relatively short width of ASIMD vectors, combined with
the reduced flexibility of this instruction set originally designed for media and
signal processing, has limited the performance of Arm-based processors on a
number of scientific applications [1].
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The next generations of high-performance Arm processors will use the Scal-
able Vector Extension (SVE) to provide more powerful vector operations [2].
Unlike current SIMD implementations, SVE is a vector-length-agnostic (VLA)
instruction set, allowing each implementation to choose a vector width between
128 and 2048 bits, in increments of 128 bits, with SVE binaries being portable
between implementations. The first SVE-capable hardware will become available
in 2020 [3], but a number of tools that enable SVE experiments through either
emulation or simulation are already available. In this paper, we use these SVE
tools to assess the efficacy of the new vector instruction set across a range of
common HPC problem classes.
This paper makes several contributions:
– A comparison of the vectorisation efficiency of several HPC mini-apps on
contemporary vector platforms from Arm and Intel;
– An analysis of SVE usage on the mini-apps, inspecting executed vector code
and memory access patterns and their relation to SVE vector widths;
– An evaluation of the state of currently available SVE compilers and perfor-
mance analysis tools.
2 Background
Initially vital in many-core devices such as GPUs [4] and the Intel Xeon
Phi [5], vector code is now important in all high-performance processors. Utilis-
ing the wide vector units in the latest generations of x86 processors is the only
way to approach peak performance [6].
Vector code is generally produced by optimising compilers, but compiler-
backed auto-vectorisation cannot be assumed to be optimal [7, 8]. Therefore, it is
important to evaluate its effectiveness on new hardware platforms. Furthermore,
differences in instruction sets and their implementation in hardware can cause
different behaviour on two distinct processors, even when the same benchmark
and toolchain are used.
On x86 processors there are many variants of AVX available, and the optimal
code for each variant may be significantly different [9], but with the Arm SVE
instruction set, the generated machine code does not depend on a fixed vector
width. Instead, executables automatically exploit the widest vector size avail-
able at run-time, using an approach similar to that of the very first vector com-
puters [10]. This is particularly attractive for benchmarks based on real-world
scientific applications, as they tend to steer clear of platform- or vendor-specific
optimisations and instead opt for portable code.
Mini-apps are benchmarks built by reducing full-size scientific applications to
the smallest implementation that preserves its performance characteristics, while
eliminating non-critical features such as input/output [11]. The main computa-
tion kernels in mini-apps are closely similar — sometimes identical — to those
in their parent applications. Mini-apps are also lightweight in terms of depen-
dencies, not requiring specialised libraries to run, which often contrasts with
large-scale scientific applications. The mini-apps used in this paper have pre-
viously been used as part of a comprehensive benchmarking suite for studying
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the performance of a new supercomputer, Isambard, the first production-ready
system based on ARMv8 processors [1, 12]; McIntosh-Smith et al. also present
an extensive overview of the current status of Arm in HPC.
SVE will be implemented in upcoming generations of Arm-based HPC pro-
cessors, including the Fujitsu A64FX [13] and the Marvell ThunderX4 [14]. Be-
cause SVE supports vector widths between 128 and 2048 bits, chip designers
need to select the vector width to be used in their implementation. It is, thus,
important to estimate how this choice will affect the performance of applica-
tions run on such future processors, and experiments are already being run to
determine the impact of SVE width on scientific kernels [15].
3 Methodology
In this paper, we study the efficacy of SVE over a number of mini-apps,
each representative of a different class of scientific problems. The applications
use only OpenMP or MPI, require no external libraries, and rely on automatic
vectorisation by the compiler, i. e. no platform-specific intrinsics are used. The
mini-apps studied are: STREAM, the established memory bandwidth bench-
mark [16]; BUDE, a molecular docking application developed at the University
of Bristol [17]; TeaLeaf, a heat-diffusion mini-app [18]; CloverLeaf, a hydrody-
namics code that solves Euler’s equations of compressible fluid dynamics [19];
MegaSweep, a STREAM-style benchmark that uses the main kernel from SNAP,
a deterministic discrete ordinates transport proxy application [20]; Neutral, a
Monte-Carlo neutral particle transport mini-app [21]; and MiniFMM, a Fast
Multipole Method mini-app that uses OpenMP tasks for parallelisation [22].
We performed the experiments described in this paper using a combination
of static and dynamic analysis tools. The compilers used were the latest ver-
sions of the three main SVE toolchains available at the time of writing: Arm
HPC Compiler 19.2, GCC 8.2, and Cray Compiler (CCE) 9.0; for SVE, a pre-
release version of the Cray Compiler, 9.0a, was used. We enabled most compiler
optimisation with the flags -O3 -ffast-math -mcpu=thunderx2t99+sve; full
reproducibility details can be found in Section 8. In all experiments, we used
a single OpenMP thread and MPI process (where applicable), and the inputs
were chosen such that the non-instrumented run time is below 5 seconds on a
single core of a ThunderX2 processor. We used compiler optimisation listings
and annotated source code to count vectorised loops in each mini-app, and we
confirmed that vector instructions are run using hardware counters.
Because no SVE-equipped hardware is available today, we ran the SVE ver-
sions of the mini-apps using the Arm Instruction Emulator (ArmIE)1. ArmIE
runs base AArch64 instructions natively on the host, and switches to emulation
when encountering SVE instructions. It also allows user-defined instrumenta-
tion code, known as instrumentation clients, to be run over both the native and
emulated parts of the application. We used custom instrumentation clients to
record data about the instructions executed and the memory accesses performed
1 https://developer.arm.com/tools-and-software/server-and-hpc/compile/
arm-instruction-emulator
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by the programs. We limited instrumentation to the core computation kernels
in the mini-apps, such that data is not collected for the initialisation and shut-
down stages of the applications, because these are generally not important when
measuring real-world performance. Recording data outside the kernels can skew
the results by showing a misleadingly high number of scalar instructions if these
sections are not optimised for vectorisation. To define the regions where data
was collected, we inserted special instructions to start and stop instrumenta-
tion, which are invalid AArch64 instructions but are recognised and honoured
by our ArmIE client.
We classified dynamically recorded instructions into several categories: scalar
AArch64 (A64), vector AArch64 (i.e. Advanced SIMD/NEON), SVE arithmetic,
SVE memory loads, SVE memory stores, SVE moves, and SVE control flow. We
used the memory access trace data to describe each operation as 〈load/store,
contiguous/non-contiguous, some/all vector lanes active〉. The SVE vector width
was set by stepping through the powers of two between 128 and 2048.
4 Results
4.1 Compiler Vectorisation Efficiency
We analysed the static vectorisation efficiency of SVE compared to AVX by
looking at certain loops in the kernels of each mini-app. We selected loops to
cover the majority of the mini-apps’ run times, as reported by a profiled run on
a real ThunderX2 processor. For targeting Arm, both with SVE and NEON, we
used the three main HPC compilers: Arm’s HPC compiler, GCC, and the Cray
Compiler; for x86, we used the same versions of GCC and Cray, but we used the
Intel Compiler 19.0 instead of the Arm HPC Compiler.
Table 1 shows, for each application, the number of loops considered, the per-
centage of run time that they represent, and the number of loops vectorised
by each compiler on each platform. We show TeaLeaf twice — once using a
CG solver, once using a PPCG solver — because the two runs cover very dif-
ferent code paths, and both are representative of real workloads. There are no
MiniFMM results with the Cray Compiler because the application’s build system
does not currently support the Cray Compiler.
Aggregating the results across mini-apps, we observed that the compilers
which can generate code for all the instructions sets vectorised the highest num-
ber of loops on SVE.
We then studied the factors influencing vectorisation on each mini-app in-
dividually. TeaLeaf with the PPCG solver was fully vectorised on all the plat-
forms, by all compilers. TeaLeaf with CG and BUDE achieved 80% or more
vectorisation with all compilers; it should be possible to achieve full vectorisa-
tion, as shown by the Intel compiler on AVX and GCC on Arm. CloverLeaf and
MiniFMM showed all loops except one vectorised with Arm, Cray, and Intel,
but only about half with GCC; GCC reports that further vectorisation is not
beneficial according to its cost model, on all platforms, due to indirect access.
MegaSweep was not vectorised by GCC on any platform, but fully vectorised by
Cray on SVE and Intel on x86, which suggests vectorisation is possible, but not
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Table 1. Number of loops vectorised by each compiler on the top loop-nests, selected
by percentage of total run time on a ThunderX2 processor, in the mini-apps studied.





Arm Cray GCC Arm Cray GCC Intel Cray GCC
STREAM 92.4 (4) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
BUDE 98.6 (4) 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3
TeaLeaf (cg) 87.2 (8) 5 6 8 5 6 8 8 6 6
TeaLeaf (ppcg) 91.2 (6) 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
CloverLeaf 62.5 (10) 9 10 6 8 9 6 10 9 8
MegaSweep 70.3 (4) 1 4 0 1 1 0 4 1 0
Neutral 85.8 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MiniFMM 98.1 (8) 7 — 5 3 — 5 7 — 5
Total (46) 36 32 32 30 30 32 43 28 32
all compilers understand the loops’ structure. Neutral was not vectorised at all,
on any platform, due to the deeply nested branching in its algorithm.
When targeting x86, all compilers vectorised the same number of loops on
both AVX2, e. g. for Broadwell, and AVX-512, e. g. for Skylake.
4.2 Dynamic Instruction Analysis
After we obtained vectorised code for the mini-apps, we recorded dynamic
instruction execution traces at each power-of-two SVE vector length between
128 and 2048 bits. We added a NEON-only and a non-vectorised (scalar) run
for each application, to serve as baselines against which to compare the SVE
results. The traces allowed us to identify the types of SVE instructions executed
and how their dynamic count varies with the chosen vector length.
Figure 1 shows the dynamic instruction count analysis for the STREAM
benchmark, where instructions are grouped by type: scalar AArch64, NEON
(AArch64 ASIMD), and several groups of SVE operations; a lower number of
instructions executed is generally better. In the scalar and NEON-only cases,
the Arm and Cray Compiler showed similar behaviour, but the GCC version ran
more than twice as many instructions because it did not make use of load/store
pair instructions, an operation in which two 64-bit values can be read from/written
to memory in a single instruction. When targeting SVE, all three compilers per-
formed similarly, and we saw a decrease in the total instruction count as we in-
creased vector length, since each instruction had increasingly more active lanes.
No compiler generated load/store pairs for SVE, so the instruction count at
128 bits — the same vector length that NEON uses — is close to that observed
for GCC when targeting NEON. The Arm and Cray compilers, but not GCC,
chose to use scalar A64 instructions for loop control flow, which resulted in the
the scalar instruction count also varying with SVE width.
BUDE, a heavily compute-bound application, ran vector code almost exclu-
sively, which results in a clear inverse relation between the dynamic instruction
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Figure 1. Dynamic instruction count and grouping for STREAM. Lower is generally
better. A64 refers to scalar instructions; NEON refers to base-AArch64 ASIMD vector
instructions; the remaining groups are all SVE instructions.
Figure 2. Dynamic instruction count and grouping for BUDE. Lower is generally bet-
ter. A64 refers to scalar instructions; NEON refers to base-AArch64 ASIMD vector
instructions; the remaining groups are all SVE instructions.
count and the vector length. All compilers performed very similarly for this
application. The results are shown in Figure 2.
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TeaLeaf and CloverLeaf exhibited similar behaviour: the code was only
partially vectorised, leading to a mixture of SVE and scalar instructions. As the
SVE length was increased, the number of executed SVE instructions decreased,
but the number of scalar instructions executed stayed constant. The non-SVE
part comes largely from outer-loop code, since in these cases only the inner-
most loop is vectorised by the compilers. Figure 3 shows the CloverLeaf results;
TeaLeaf follows an almost-identical profile.
Figure 3. Dynamic instruction count and grouping for CloverLeaf.
MegaSweep was only vectorised by the Cray Compiler. As with STREAM,
CCE performed control flow using scalar instructions, so the instruction counts
followed a similar profile here. Because the GCC- and Arm-compiled versions
were not vectorised, all instructions run were scalar A64 and their execution
count did not change with SVE width.
Figure 4 shows the dynamic instruction analysis for MiniFMM. This appli-
cation’s build system does not currently support the Cray Compiler, so results
are only shown for GCC and Arm. Even though the application was (partially)
vectorised, the instruction count did not decrease significantly when increasing
the SVE vector width over 512 bits, in contrast to the applications presented
previously. Due to an interaction between the way MiniFMM vectorises over
particles and the small scale of the problem run, not all the lanes in SVE reg-
isters were being utilised at high vector lengths; since the vectors were partially
empty, the total instruction count did not decrease linearly.
Neutral is excluded from this analysis because it was not vectorised at all.
4.3 SVE Vector Lane Utilisation
Because SVE instructions employ per-lane predication, observing that SVE
instructions are being executed is not enough to conclude that the application
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Figure 4. Dynamic instruction count and grouping for MiniFMM.
is using vector operations efficiently — it is possible that a large portion of the
elements, potentially all but one, are masked out. This means that vector register
can be underpopulated, almost empty. To investigate this, we looked at per-lane
utilisation of SVE registers when running the mini-apps.
For applications with a high degree of vectorisation, e. g. BUDE, TeaLeaf, or
CloverLeaf, vector operations were performed using all the lanes, i. e. at maxi-
mum utilisation. For MiniFMM, however, the number of active lanes varied: at
512-bit-wide SVE and below, most instructions used 80% or more of the lanes
available, but when increasing the SVE length further, vector register utilisation
peaked between 512 and 768 bits. Vector utilisation was virtually identical across
both compilers tested, Arm and GCC.
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the number of active bits in SVE operations,
grouped in 128-bit-wide bins. Increasing the SVE width past 512 bits brings
little benefit for MiniFMM, as only a minority of the operations performed use
more than 512 bits. When the vector width is set to 1024 bits, less than 5% of
the instructions use the full available width, and further increasing the width to
2048 bits produces no change in vector utilisation.
In contrast, Figure 6 shows how BUDE, a mini-app that vectorises efficiently,
was able to fully utilise vectors in all operations, even at the highest widths
allowed by SVE. The other mini-apps investigated in this paper showed the
same perfect vector utilisation efficiency as BUDE. These results cover both 32-
and 64-bit floating-point data types: BUDE uses 32-bit data (float), and the
other mini-apps use 64-bit types (double).
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Figure 5. Histogram showing the number of active bits in the SVE operations per-
formed by MiniFMM. The application cannot saturate the full widths of the vectors
when the SVE length is 512 bits or higher.
Figure 6. Histogram showing the number of active bits in the SVE operations per-
formed by BUDE. Vectorisation is perfectly efficient at all SVE widths.
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4.4 SVE Memory Operations
Finally, we looked at how the mini-apps are able to take advantage of SVE for
memory operations. Since all SVE instructions are predicated per-lane, including
contiguous and strided memory operations, every SVE memory instruction can
differ in the number of bytes transferred.
We found that SVE usage for memory operations varied greatly between
applications. Mini-apps with lower degrees of vectorisation, such as MegaSweep,
used little SVE for memory accesses, but even applications with a higher degree
of vectorisation showed a mixture of SVE and non-SVE memory operations. In
BUDE, about three quarters of the memory instructions were SVE instructions;
in CloverLeaf, TeaLeaf, and MiniFMM, between a quarter and a third of the
memory operations were SVE. In MiniFMM, of the SVE operations, about a
third were gathers, while there were no scatters; the other applications utilised
contiguous accesses almost exclusively. All applications utilised all the SVE lanes
in their memory operations, except for MiniFMM, where about half the SVE
memory operations, including all the gathers, were only partially filled.
Figures 7 and 8 show the distributions of memory accesses in BUDE and
MiniFMM, respectively. These two mini-apps form the most contrasting pair
in the set of mini-apps evaluated. The observations here are consistent with
Sections 4.2 and 4.3: BUDE vectorises very efficiently, and MiniFMM utilises
some SVE-specific features but does not always utilise all vector lanes available.
These results are collected from the version of the applications compiled
with the Arm Compiler 19.2 and run on 512-bit SVE, which is the vector length
utilised in the upcoming Fujitsu A64FX processor. The absolute numbers of
vector operations varies between the versions built with different compilers and
when adjusting the SVE width, but the same important characteristics can be
seen in all cases, and the conclusions drawn are similar.
Figure 7. Relative counts, by number of instructions, of memory operations in BUDE.
All memory accesses are contiguous and most are performed through SVE instructions.
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Figure 8. Relative counts, by number of instructions, of memory operations in
MiniFMM. This applications shows a mixture of SVE and non-SVE operations, and
the SVE ones show a further split between contiguous and non-contiguous accesses.
Not all lanes are always used in SVE operations for MiniFMM.
5 SVE Usage Discussion
The STREAM benchmark runs simple, predictable memory operations. All
the compilers tested were able to successfully use SVE — at all vector lengths —
to vectorise this code, and at run-time the vectors were fully utilised. This is the
expected behaviour for the benchmark.
BUDE is a heavily compute-bound benchmark, and thus complementary to
STREAM. This application shows very efficient utilisation of SVE: the main ker-
nels all execute vectorised operations, which scale with the chosen SVE length.
At 128 bits, the amount of code run — both vector and scalar — is almost identi-
cal to the established NEON version, which indicates that good code is generated
by all the compilers. Increasing the vector length by 2× reduces by half the num-
ber of instructions run up to 1024 bits; at 2048 bits, the total number of executed
vector instructions becomes smaller than the number of scalar instructions.
Even though more than half of the main loops in TeaLeaf are vectorised
by all the compilers, only relatively few vector instructions are executed at run-
time: for 128-bit SVE, these represent less than a third of the total instructions
run for the Arm and GCC versions. Increasing the vector length decreases the
count, but only with around 50% efficiency and up to 1024 bits; there is virtually
no change going to 2048 bits. The Arm-compiled executable runs comparatively
more instructions than the GCC version, by 35–40%, depending on the chosen
vector length. With the Cray executable, less than 10% of the instructions run
are vector operations, even though the compiler vectorised the same loops as
Arm and GCC; at 1024 and 2048 bits, the vector code run is NEON, and not
SVE, which we suspect is due to a compiler bug.
The CloverLeaf benchmark shows characteristics similar to TeaLeaf, but
with more vector instruction utilisation. In all three versions, vector instructions
account for between a third and half of the total instruction count at 128 bits;
all three compilers produce a similar total dynamic instruction count. The SVE
instruction count scales as expected up to the largest vector width possible,
2048 bits. The Cray-compiled version initially runs the highest number of total
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instructions, but it decreases sharply at 256 and 512 bits; at 512 bits more
than two thirds of the code executed is SVE, and at 2048 bits the total count
constitutes 22% of those of the Arm and GCC versions, suggesting that the Cray
compiler optimises better for higher vector lengths.
This also hints at the importance of the loop chosen for vectorisation: if a
compiler is able to vectorise the outer loop, as CCE is, and perhaps also to
collapse the inner loop when doing so, the reduction in instruction count at
high vector lengths can be considerable. On the other hand, the same strategy
may not be desirable at smaller vector lengths, where vectorising the inner-most
loop may be optimal. This would imply that, for optimal code generation, the
compiler either needs to know the hardware vector width at compile-time, or it
needs to generate several code paths and dynamically choose the optimal one
when the vector length information becomes available at run-time.
A related issue is that the compilers tested in the study use a generic cost
model model for SVE, which may not accurately reflect any real implementa-
tion. With access to the cost model of a real SVE processor, the compilers may
generate different code to take advantage of the implementation’s strengths.
In CloverLeaf, SVE memory accesses represent about half the total memory
operations performed, both when reading and writing, and the vast majority of
those are contiguous operations.
Of the mini-apps included in this study, MegaSweep shows the most notable
difference between the three compilers: Cray is the only one that successfully
vectorises the code, both on NEON and SVE. The binary it produces runs 2.5×
fewer total instructions than Arm and GCC at 128 bits, and the amount of SVE
instructions executed scales almost perfectly up to 2048 bits, although the 1024-
bit binary highlights a compiler issue where some of the code run is NEON, not
SVE, which reduces the scaling efficiency in this particular case. At 2048 bits,
the Cray version runs 10.5× fewer instructions than the GCC alternative. The
Cray version also successfully utilises SVE for memory access, all of which are
contiguous and are able to exploit the full lengths of the vectors.
Neutral does not vectorise with any of the compilers, so no SVE is being run.
Due to the nature of the Monte-Carlo algorithm, there is little structure in the
access patterns in the kernels. As Martineau and McIntosh-Smith explained, it is
possible to force vector code generation, but it will be comprised almost entirely
of indirect, variable-stride accesses that do not improve performance [21]; the
compilers make the right choice to generate scalar instructions in this case.
In general it is desirable to utilise as much of the available vectors as possible,
but partial utilisation does not always signal a problem. The MiniFMM result
exhibits the flexibility of SVE: even though the parallelisation strategy in the
application cannot fill the vectors above 512 bits, the hardware can still efficiently
utilise its resources by executing partially masked operations. These operations
should not be any more expensive than regular operations with full vectors, and
so are more efficient than falling back to scalar code.
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6 Relevance of SVE for HPC
The results presented in Sections 4 and 5 show that SVE is a viable, com-
petitive vector instruction set for HPC applications. For HPC workloads, it rep-
resents a noticeable improvement over NEON, bringing high-performance Arm
processors in line with current-generation x86 processors, both in terms of the
available vector length and the flexibility of the operations.
Even though no SVE hardware is currently available, we have found the SVE
toolchains to be mature already. Generating SVE code only required enabling
the SVE extension in the target architecture flag, and the compilers were suc-
cessful in utilising SVE where expected. Compared to NEON, more loops were
vectorised with SVE by all compilers, and the Arm and Cray compilers achieved
a similar or higher degree of vectorisation on SVE compared to AVX-512.
One of the main advantages of SVE arose from its per-lane predication, which
allowed loops with heavy control flow to be vectorised without additional cost.
This additional flexibility meant it was sometimes beneficial to vectorise loops
on SVE even when it was not on other instructions sets.
In the wider context, these results suggest that many HPC applications
should be able to utilise SVE and benefit from doing so. The flexibility of SVE
allows a wide range of loops to be turned into vector code, including cases where
vectorisation is not possible with NEON or AVX, e. g. with irregular and unpre-
dictable access patterns. Compute-bound applications can exploit high vector
widths, bringing the number of instructions required significantly lower than on
(128-bit) NEON. Partially filled operations allow vector instructions to be gen-
erated and executed even when the application cannot fill whole vector registers,
a more efficient alternative than falling back to scalar code.
While in this study we have shown that SVE HPC applications behave well
in an emulated environment, we cannot make any claims regarding their perfor-
mance on real hardware. Implementations of SVE are likely to come with caveats
and performance characteristics which cannot be determined a priori, and so it
is impossible to predict which types of operations will be fast and which will
bring little improvement over scalar code. There are currently no widely avail-
able tools to generate and run SVE code tuned for a specific microarchitecture
definition, without which such a study is infeasible.
7 Future Work
The analysis presented in this study covers the three main SVE compilers
available at the time of writing. However, Fujitsu A64FX systems are expected
to be available in the near future, and Fujitsu will supply a proprietary compiler
to accompany their processor. Optimisations applied by this compiler may be
key in extracting high performance from the A64FX, so analysing the binaries
it produces should prove a valuable research direction.
Further work will be enabled when the compilers are able to generate tuned
binaries. The early versions used in this study only use a generic model of an
SVE processor, because neither the compilers nor ArmIE currently allow the
user to specify microarchitectural details, except the SVE width. Once a tuned
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binary can be generated, running it on its target platform will enable quantifying
of the tuning benefit, and an even wider range of experiments is possible if these
tuning parameters can be adjusted dynamically. This class of experiments for
microarchitectural design-space exploration with arbitrary hypothetical proces-
sor configurations is one of the main goals of the upcoming SimEng simulator
developed at the University of Bristol [23].
Finally, evaluation of full-size HPC applications on real inputs is intractable
with the currently available emulation tools. The overhead incurred by ArmIE
increases by several orders of magnitude when the instrumented application
needs to use system calls, dynamically linked libraries, and file operations. For
such experiments, benchmarking real hardware remains the only viable option.
8 Reproducibility
All mini-apps used in this study are open-source software and can be down-
loaded from their respective homepages. Detailed build and run instructions
for each application, the custom ArmIE instrumentation clients used for this
paper, and scripts to aggregate and plot the collected data can be found at
https://github.com/UoB-HPC/sve-analysis-tools/tree/euro-par-2020.
9 Conclusion
In this work, we have presented an analysis of SVE usage across a number of
mini-apps that span several common HPC problem classes. We have looked at
how currently available compilers are able to utilise SVE to automatically vec-
torise the mini-apps’ code, how much of the executed code is SVE, the efficiency
of the executed SVE vector instructions, and whether new ways of accessing
memory introduced with SVE are utilised in these mini-apps.
We found that SVE was generally well targetted by the compilers: in most
cases, compilers were able to utilise SVE at least as well as AVX and NEON, and
often better. The available compilers for SVE were only surpassed by the Intel
compiler targetting AVX on select few occasions. Most SVE binaries used wide
vectors efficiently, with all lanes being active for the vast majority of the run time;
MiniFMM was the only exception, where SVE efficiency varied depending on the
SVE width utilised. In terms of memory accesses, vectorised mini-apps were able
to use SVE instructions to efficiently load and store data, and MiniFMM also
made use of gather operations, either fully or only partially filled. We saw little
use of SVE scatter instructions, but this is expected given the optimised memory
access patterns on the mini-apps studied.
We conclude that SVE is a promising instruction set, and HPC applications
and toolchains appear ready to take advantage of it to deliver performant code
running on upcoming generation of Arm-based high-performance processors.
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